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EDITORIAL
Hello!
Happy Women’s Day
she is a daughter, sister and mother
then why always she suffer..?
why we differentiate between he and she
god didn't then why do we..?
this is dissapointing everyone not only to me....

to girls we have to give support
give education to them as it works as passport...
now-a-days girls are competeting in every field,,,
in army, in airlines and in court...

after getting education named wings,
their flight will land to a bright future.
she may become a doctor, scientist or a teacher....

'he' and 'she' they both have quality,
they both have ability
so we shuld prefer gender equity and equality....!
(shraddha shraddha)
Why do we celebrate woman’s Day? Is it that women’s are special or whether we want say for a
day that they are above man? Such question haunts my mind when we celebrate such days. Why
can’t we take women same as men. Why do we treat them as Goddess or at times those they
cannot shell themselves? The time has come when women’s should say that we are no special
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creatures on the earth; give us the same stature as of men. Neither is we God with extreme power
nor very weak that can’t even protect themselves.
The irony of today’s celebration!
To move on to this issue of our own e-zine having contribution from 7 nations and 25
contibutions in all. This issue highlights the research skills of undergraduate students. The
research on habits such as their savings, use of mobile phones etc. of youth was carried out.
Equally loaded is our poem section and short fiction will definitely entertain you in your free
times. Photo feature will attract the readers depicting the beauty of kerala.
I express my gratitude to our management and patron, also obliged to our review team for their
continuous support. We would be happy to receive suggestions from you for making E-Zine
better every time.
At the end I take this opportunity to wish everyone here a very Happy Holi. Let everyone’s life
filled with colours of joy and happiness.
Happy Reading!
Ms. Neetu Kapoor
Chief Editor
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